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Brokers name the best carriers in the industry – and share
suggestions for where their carrier partners can improve
WHICH CARRIERS are performing above the rest? For the fourth
year in a row, brokers told IBA about their carriers’ performance in 10
di˜erent areas that are vital to the broker-carrier relationship, including
claims processing, marketing support and competitive rates. Brokers
rated their carriers on a scale of 1 (poor) to 10 (excellent), while also
providing ideas for how their carriers can improve.
This year, carrier performance improved in all categories except one:
quick quotes, where carrier performance dropped 4% from last year.

Carriers exhibited the most improvement when it came to competitive
rates, notching an 8% increase in performance over last year, perhaps
signaling an increased discipline in terms of commercial rates.
The overall carrier market greatly improved as well – 38 carriers were
singled out as top performers this year, earning fve-star status by receiving
an average score of 8 or higher in at least one category. Out of those 38
carriers, 14 earned a fve-star rating in all 10 categories, cementing their
place as some of the best companies the industry has to o˜er.

HOW HAS CARRIER PERFORMANCE CHANGED?
Across nearly all categories, carriers’ average ratings rose over last year, with several noteworthy increases. Carriers’ average score increased from 7.63 to 8.30 in the
competitive rates category, while marketing support saw a jump from 7.00 to 7.63. One exception was quick quotes, where carriers’ average score took a nosedive from 8.06
in 2016 to 7.71 this year.
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CARRIERS
WHAT ARE BROKERS LOOKING FOR IN A
CARRIER?
Brokers were asked to select the three most important things they look for in a
carrier partner. Here’s what they said:
Competitive rates 86%

Underwriting expertise 52%

HOW WELL DID CARRIERS PERFORM?
Reputation and fnancial stability 8.66
Competitive rates 8.30
Underwriting expertise 8.23
Claims processing 8.25
Commitment to the broker channel 8.19

Claims processing 48%

Quick quotes 7.71
Technology and automation 7.66

Reputation and fnancial stability 40%

Range of products 32%

Range of products 7.63
Marketing support 7.63
Education and training 7.31

Technology and automation 17%

ALL-STAR CARRIERS
Quick quotes 14%

Marketing support 8%

Education and training 2%

These carriers earned a ÿve-star ranking in all 10 categories, earning them the title of
All-Star Carrier.

**Allianz
Berkley
Insurance Companies
** BITCO
CapSpecialty
Insurance
** Erie
Everest National Insurance
* FirstComp Insurance Company

American Insurance
*Great
Company
Insurance Group
**Hudson
Liberty Mutual
Insurance
**Nautilus
Selective Insurance Group
Fire Group Insurance
**United
USLI
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WHICH CARRIERS EARNED FIVE-STAR STATUS?
CARRIER

Accident Fund Insurance Company
of America
Allianz
AmTrust Financial
Auto-Owners Insurance
AXIS Capital
Beazley Group
Berkley
BITCO Insurance Companies
CapSpecialty
Chubb
CNA
Colony Specialty (Argo Group)
Erie Insurance
Everest National Insurance
FirstComp Insurance Company
Great American Insurance Company
Hallmark Specialty
Insurance Company
Hudson Insurance Group
Liberty Mutual
Markel Corp.
National General Insurance
Nationwide, E&S/Specialty
Nationwide Insurance
Nautilus Insurance
Navigators Insurance Company
Northland Insurance Company
Philadelphia Insurance Companies
QBE Insurance Group
RLI Corp.
Selective Insurance Group
Sompo International (Endurance Specialty)
Starstone Insurer
Travelers
The Cincinnati Insurance Companies
The Hartford
United Fire Group Insurance
USLI
Zurich Insurance Group
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UNITED FIRE GROUP
Headquarters: Cedar Rapids, Iowa
Year founded: 1946
Number of o˜ces: Six
Leadership: Randy Ramlo, President
and CEO

Insurance can be
complex, but
selecting coverages, issuing
policies, making
payments and settling claims should be simple – at least,
that’s how they think at United Fire Group [UFG].
The Iowa-based insurer has been protecting the simple
and complex things in life since 1946. The company o˜ers
commercial insurance, personal insurance and surety bonds
through approximately 1,200 independent property &
casualty agents across the US.
To serve its customers, UFG employs more than 1,100
people at its corporate headquarters in Cedar Rapids, Iowa,
and fve regional o˛ces in Colorado, New Jersey, Northern
California, Southern California and Texas. A publicly traded
multibillion-dollar asset company, UFG’s property and
casualty subsidiaries hold a fnancial strength rating of A
(excellent) from A.M. Best. In 2017, UFG was named one of
America’s 50 Most Trustworthy Financial Companies by
Forbes for the fourth consecutive year.
“At UFG, we choose to go beyond the complex side of our
business and focus on the people side of our business because
it’s the interactions we have with our insurance agents and
policyholders that are most rewarding to us,” says UFG
president and CEO Randy Ramlo.“We know we aren’t insuring
nameless, faceless account numbers – we’re insuring
individuals, families and businesses that serve customers,
employ people and make a di˜erence in their communities.”
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REPUTATION AND FINANCIAL STABILITY

COMPETITIVE RATES

Carrier performance 8.66

Carrier performance 8.30

FIVE-STAR CARRIERS
Fund Insurance
Company of America
* Accident
* Allianz
Financial
* AmTrust
Auto-Owners Insurance
* AXIS Capital
* Beazley Group
* Berkley
* BITCO Insurance
* Companies
* CapSpecialty
* Chubb
CNA
* Colony
Specialty
* Erie Insurance
* Everest National Insurance
* FirstComp Insurance
* Company
American Insurance
Company
* Great
Hallmark Specialty
Company
* Insurance
* Hudson Insurance Group

FIVE-STAR CARRIERS
Mutual
* Liberty
Markel Corp.
* Nationwide Insurance
* Nationwide, E&S/Specialty
* Nautilus Insurance
* Navigators Insurance
* Company
Insurance
Company
* Northland
Insurance
Companies
* Philadelphia
Insurance Group
* QBE
RLI Corp.
* Selective Insurance Group
* Starstone Insurer
* The Cincinnati Insurance
* Companies
The Hartford
* Travelers
* United Fire Group
* Insurance
USLI
* Zurich
* Insurance Group

On par with last year, carriers performed best in the category of
reputation and fnancial stability, where 36 out of 38 carriers earned a
fve-star ranking. In today’s competitive market, remaining fnancially
stable is critical for a carrier’s longevity. For brokers, having dependable,
stable carrier partners is crucial: Clients rely on their brokers to align
them with a carrier that can pay a large claim when needed, making a
carrier’s fnancial stability imperative to the broker-carrier relationship.

Clients rely on their brokers to align
them with a carrier that can pay a
large claim when needed, making
fnancial stability imperative to the
broker-carrier relationship
This all ties in with a broker’s ability to trust their carrier. As one
survey respondent noted, trust is an important aspect to consider when
selecting carrier partners. One broker bragged about his carrier’s A++
rating, demonstrating just how much brokers value their carriers’ sound
fnancial standing.

28

Fund Insurance
Company of America
* Accident
Allianz
* AmTrust
Financial
* Auto-Owners
* AXIS Capital Insurance
* Beazley Group
* Berkley
* BITCO Insurance
* Companies
* CapSpecialty
Chubb
* Colony
Specialty
* Erie Insurance
* Everest National Insurance
* FirstComp Insurance
* Company
American Insurance
* Great
Company
Hallmark Specialty
Company
* Insurance
Hudson Insurance Group
* Liberty Mutual
*

Corp.
* Markel
National General Insurance
* Nationwide, E&S/Specialty
* Nautilus Insurance
* Navigators Insurance
* Company
Insurance
* Northland
Company
Insurance
* Philadelphia
Companies
Insurance Group
* QBE
RLI Corp.
* Selective Insurance Group
* Sompo International
* Starstone Insurer
* The Cincinnati Insurance
* Companies
Hartford
* The
United Fire Group
* Insurance
USLI
* Zurich
* Insurance Group

The competitive rates category showed the biggest improvement in
terms of carrier performance – carriers received an average score of
8.30 this year, compared to 7.63 last year, moving this category from
seventh place to second in terms of overall performance. This is also
the category that’s most important to brokers: 86% of brokers said
competitive rates are a defning quality they look for in a carrier partner.
Perhaps the diference this year is that more brokers have accepted
the status quo, recognizing that the price increases predominantly refect
market and regulatory changes rather than carriers’ individual decisions.
One broker candidly commented that there’s “nothing to mention with
the current ACA laws,” suggesting that not much can be done except
wait for the tides to turn. Another broker traced the problem to simply
“not enough competition,” while others complained about pricing
discrepancies in specifc lines such as property and commercial auto.
Nevertheless, brokers remain hopeful that carriers will do more to
improve rates, by either lowering prices or at least “upgrad[ing] to be
more competitive.” A couple of brokers identifed claims/loss control
expenses as an area to target. Another suggested that management fees
are too high due to the relationship between the carrier and their parent
company, while another said that although “they have outstanding
claims and loss control services [and] price accordingly, sometimes
they price themselves out of the market.”
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Saving the Chemical Industry
Money on their
Insurance Premiums

CLAIMS PROCESSING
Carrier performance 8.25

FIVE-STAR CARRIERS
Fund Insurance
* Accident
Company of America
* Allianz
Financial
* AmTrust
Auto-Owners Insurance
* AXIS Capital
* Berkley
* BITCO Insurance Companies
* CapSpecialty
* CNA
* Colony Specialty
* Erie Insurance
* Everest National Insurance
* FirstComp Insurance Company
* Great American Insurance Company
* Hallmark Specialty Insurance
* Company
* Hudson Insurance Group

Mutual
* Liberty
Markel Corp.
* Nationwide Insurance
* Nationwide, E&S/Specialty
* Nautilus Insurance
* Navigators Insurance Company
* Northland Insurance Company
* Philadelphia Insurance Companies
* QBE Insurance Group
* Selective Insurance Group
* Starstone Insurer
* The Cincinnati Insurance Companies
* The Hartford
* Travelers
* United Fire Group Insurance
* USLI
* Zurich Insurance Group
*

Brokers’ views on claims processing haven’t changed much over the past year. This remains
one of the top priorities for brokers, and carriers’ performance increased slightly compared
to last year’s, making the category carriers’ third best-performing area. A total of 33 companies
received fve-star ratings for their claims service.

Transparency and e°ciency are crucial in
claims, and brokers and clients want visibility
and regular updates from the claims teams
Claims processing is always a hit-or-miss topic. While a number of brokers have yet to
experience their carriers’ claims process and therefore cannot accurately assess them in this
area, those who have gone through it are either satisfed or visibly frustrated. One broker called
for his carrier to “have advocates who actually can walk through a claim and extended treatment
requirements without taking three to six months” – a stark contrast with another broker, who
praised his carrier for having “95% of claims paid in two weeks.” One broker requested “less
restrictive forms to allow [at least] a few claims to get paid,” while another complained about
the lack of information and responsiveness simply because their representatives “are not nearby,
do not know the area, and sub-claims adjusters are also not really close to the area.”
Several respondents pinpointed communication as a key area for improvement, specifcally
“better training for their claim representatives on client contact” and “better contact with client
and agent to handle any possible issues.” Transparency and e°ciency are crucial in claims,
and brokers and clients want visibility and regular updates from the claims teams. Even brokers
who have yet to experience claims issues said they would appreciate more information from
carriers so they can be adequately prepared when the time comes.

Consumer Specialties Insurance, RRG (CSI)
is the chemical industry’s leading and most
reliable source of liability insurance coverage.
CSI also is the exclusive partner of the Consumer
Specialty Products Association (CSPA), the
premier trade association representing the
broad interests of companies engaged in the
manufacturing, formulation, and distribution
of specialty chemical products.
Program Highlights
Ø Commercial General Liability & Umbrella
(including Products Coverage);
Ø Limits Available up to $5,000,000;
Ø Minimum Premiums Starting at $3,500*
(NEW!);
Ø Limited Pollution Coverage up to
$1,000,000 available;
Ø $250,000 of Product Withdrawal Expense
Coverage;
Ø Hired and Non-Owned Auto Liability;
Ø 10% Premium Credit Upon Completion of
“Product Care” Stewardship;
Ø 12% Commission to Retail Broker on All
New Business.
Our recently expanded BROADENING
ENDORSEMENT includes blanket waivers
of subrogation, blanket additional insureds,
product withdrawal expense, and many
other exclusive offerings.
*NEW LOWER MINIMUM PREMIUM OF
$3,500 AVAILABLE FOR MEMBERS WITH
ANNUAL REVENUES OF $500,000 OR LESS
View our website (www.csiplus.com) for
our PROGRAM APPLICATION, FAQ PAGE,
PROGRAM BENEFITS AND E-BROCHURE.
CSI is the chemical industry’s leading risk retention group,
providing chemical manufacturers and distributors with a
financially stable source of liability insurance for over 25
years. We are the exclusive partner of The Consumer Specialty
Products Association (CSPA - www.cspa.org), the industry’s
leader for education and legislative advocacy. With membership
in the CSPA, your clients can participate in CSPA’s Product Care
stewardship and best practices program. CSI Policyholders
that participate receive additional premium discounts. CSI is
endorsed by CSPA and administered by Ames & Gough.

Contact Ames & Gough at 703-827-2277
or email us at csiplus@amesgough.com for
more information.
www.ibamag.com
8300 Greensboro Drive
l Suite 980 29
McLean, VA 22102 l www.amesgough.com
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UNDERWRITING EXPERTISE
FIVE-STAR CARRIERS
Fund Insurance
Company of America
* Accident
Allianz
* AmTrust
Financial
* AXIS Capital
*
Group
* Beazley
Berkley
* Insurance
Companies
* BITCO
CapSpecialty
* Insurance
* Erie
National Insurance
* Everest
FirstComp Insurance
* Company
American Insurance
Company
* Great
Specialty
Insurance Company
* Hallmark
Insurance Group
* Hudson
Liberty Mutual
* Markel Corp.
*

COMMITMENT TO THE BROKER CHANNEL
Carrier performance 8.19

Carrier performance 8.23

FIVE-STAR CARRIERS
General Insurance
* National
Nationwide Insurance
*
E&S/Specialty
* Nationwide,
Nautilus Insurance
* Navigators
* Company Insurance
Insurance
Company
* Northland
Insurance
Companies
* Philadelphia
Insurance Group
* QBE
RLI Corp.
* Selective Insurance Group
* Sompo International
*
Insurer
* Starstone
The Hartford
* Travelers
* United Fire Group
* Insurance
USLI
* Zurich
* Insurance Group

In terms of importance, underwriting expertise was second on brokers’
list: 52% noted it as a top quality they look for in a carrier. The category
was fourth for overall carrier performance; carriers’ average score rose
from 7.87 last year to 8.23 this year, and an impressive 33 carriers earned
fve-star ratings for underwriting.

Fund Insurance
Company of America
* Accident
Allianz
* AmTrust
Financial
* Auto-Owners
* AXIS Capital Insurance
* Beazley Group
* Berkley
* BITCO Insurance
* Companies
* CapSpecialty
CNA
* Colony
Specialty
* Erie Insurance
* Everest National Insurance
* FirstComp Insurance
* Company
American Insurance
Company
* Great
* Hudson Insurance Group

E&S/Specialty
* Nationwide,
Liberty Mutual
* National General Insurance
* Nautilus Insurance
* Northland Insurance
* Company
Insurance
Companies
* Philadelphia
Insurance Group
* QBE
RLI Corp.
* Selective Insurance Group
*
International
* Sompo
Starstone Insurer
* The Cincinnati Insurance
* Companies
The Hartford
* United
Fire Group
* Insurance
USLI
* Zurich
* Insurance Group

A healthy broker-carrier relationship is essential to the success of both
channels. Overall carrier performance in terms of commitment to the
broker channel improved slightly over last year, and 36 carriers earned
fve-star ratings.

Several brokers voiced concerns
A couple of brokers named specifc
over the growing trend of carriers
areas for improvement, such as
going direct
large middle-market expertise and
Most brokers were satisfed with the attention their carriers provided
union contracts
them, although several voiced concerns over the growing trend of carriers
The responses from brokers, however, revealed rather mixed reviews
of carriers’ performance in underwriting. Some brokers commended
their carriers for setting the standard for others in the industry – one
stated simply that “it’s what they do.” Another broker commented that
the good relationship his agency has with their carrier has made its
underwriting particularly efective.
Meanwhile, a couple of brokers named specifc areas for improvement,
such as large middle-market expertise and union contracts. And others
remain dissatisfed with certain carriers, commenting that “underwriting
is not strong” and that “[there’s a] shortage of underwriting talent.”

30

going direct, hindering the broker-carrier relationship. One broker
explained feelings of being undervalued by his carrier: “Companies
need to realize the agents are part of the underwriting of a risk. When
we as brokers [present] a risk to the underwriter, [they] should accept
the risk as presented until proven that something is not correct.” Another
broker shared a similar sentiment: “We’ve been asked to do more work
all the way around for less commission.”
Despite the concerns, an overwhelming number of brokers agreed
that their carriers were actively working to support the success of the
channel. “We feel very confdent of their commitment to the broker
distribution channel,” wrote one respondent.
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QUICK QUOTES

TECHNOLOGY AND AUTOMATION

Carrier performance 7.71

Carrier performance 7.66

FIVE-STAR CARRIERS

* Allianz
Insurance
* Auto-Owners
Beazley Group
* Berkley
* Insurance
* BITCO
Companies
CapSpecialty
* CNA
* Colony
Specialty
* Erie Insurance
*
National Insurance
* Everest
FirstComp Insurance
* Company
American Insurance
* Great
Company
Insurance Group
* Hudson
Mutual
* Liberty
Markel Corp.
*

FIVE-STAR CARRIERS
General Insurance
* National
Nationwide Insurance
* Nationwide, E&S/Specialty
* Nautilus Insurance
*
Insurance
* Northland
Company
Insurance
* Philadelphia
Companies
Corp.
* RLI
Selective Insurance Group
* Sompo International
* Starstone Insurer
* United Fire Group
* Insurance
USLI
* Zurich
* Insurance Group

It’s no surprise that brokers had some strong words about their carriers’
quoting capabilities, considering that this category was the only one
where carriers performed worse than last year. Although a few brokers
were pleased with their carrier partners’ quote turnaround times, most
expressed frustration in their carriers’ lack of speed.
Twenty-eight carriers earned fve-star ratings in this area, but it’s
clear that there’s still room for improvement. In an age when technology

Fund Insurance
* Accident
Company of America
Allianz
* Auto-Owners
* Beazley GroupInsurance
* Berkley
* BITCO Insurance
* Companies
* CapSpecialty
CNA
* Colony
Specialty
* Erie Insurance
* Everest National Insurance
*

Insurance
* FirstComp
Company
American Insurance
* Great
Company
Insurance Group
* Hudson
Liberty Mutual
* Nationwide Insurance
* Nautilus Insurance
* Selective Insurance Group
* Starstone Insurer
* Travelers
* United Fire Group
* Insurance
* USLI

Although brokers didn’t rate technology and automation as a top priority
when selecting a carrier, with disruptors constantly banging on the
industry’s door, carriers can’t aford to neglect this area. Only 22 carriers
garnered a fve-star rating in this category, the least out of all categories.
Even in the midst of constant news about the leaps and bounds tech
giants have made in insurance, it seems there are many carriers that
have yet to accomplish something that seems quite basic: having a good,
functional website. A number of respondents slammed their carriers’
websites for being “very hard to navigate” or “full of glitches, bugs and
slowdowns.” One broker remarked that a carrier’s faulty online platform
could be a sign that “their IT department [is not] in tune with the
underwriting business.” This confrms what industry leaders have been
saying: that today’s underwriters can no longer perform efectively
without substantial technological support, particularly on matters
relating to data analytics.

In an age when technology reigns
supreme and insurtech has evolved
to ofer a range of quoting software, It seems there are many carriers
brokers expect more from carriers
that have yet to accomplish
something that seems quite basic:
reigns supreme and insurtech has evolved to ofer a range of quoting
software intended to ease the process, brokers expect more from carrihaving a good, functional website
ers.“[They] don’t have quick quote capability,” said one broker, while
another complained that “too much information [is] needed to get a
quick quote; [it] takes too long.”
Overall, carriers’ lack of fexibility and efciency has contributed to
brokers’ dissatisfaction. A few brokers pointed out wrinkles in the
process that have slowed down turnaround times. “They have become
a maze to get a quote out of – simplify the process,” said one. “Need to
move the account faster – ask questions at the beginning, and then
[don’t ask] more questions [at the end],” advised another.

But many carriers aren’t there yet. Some respondents commented
on the lack of online submission and rating functions; for carriers that
do have this option, brokers pointed out that systems often aren’t
up-to-date, which makes it “slow and time-consuming to complete a
submission online.” However, brokers did acknowledge that there are
cases where it’s difcult for carriers to provide online processes, such
as for certain product lines.
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SPECIALTY FIVE-STAR CARRIERS
Brokers were also asked to rate the carriers they use for various specialty areas. The carriers that earned an overall score of 8 or higher across all 10 criteria were awarded with a
fve-star designation for that specialty.
CARRIER

Catastrophe

Commercial
auto

Commercial
property

Construction

Cyber

Environmental

Financial
services

Healthcare/
medical
liability

Hospitality

Nonproft/
social
services

Professional
liability

•

Accident Fund Insurance
Company of America

•

Allianz

•

AmTrust Financial
AXIS Capital

•

•

•

Beazley Group
Berkley
BITCO Insurance Companies
CapSpecialty

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•

•

Chubb
Erie Insurance
Everest National Insurance
FirstComp Insurance Company

•

Great American Insurance Company
Hudson Insurance Group
Liberty Mutual
National General Insurance
Nationwide, E&S/Specialty

•
•

Nautilus Insurance
Northland Insurance Company
Philadelphia Insurance Companies

•
•

•

•
•

•

•
•

•

QBE Insurance Group
Selective Insurance Group

•

Sompo International
(Endurance Specialty)
Starstone Insurer

The Hartford
Travelers
United Fire Group Insurance

•

USLI
Zurich Insurance Group
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•

•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

•

•

The Cincinnati Insurance Companies

Workers'
comp

•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
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Despite 26 carriers earning a fve-star rating for their product oferings,
more brokers voiced dissatisfaction in this category than last year. As
emerging risks hit the market at a record pace, brokers believe the need
for new and innovative products has never been greater.
Most brokers agreed that their carriers needed greater appetites for
new markets. Surprisingly, cyber coverage was lacking from a few
carriers, an omission that more than a few brokers took notice of. Brokers
also requested more product oferings for hail and federal crop coverage,
tradesmen and specialty contractor coverage, and Subguard/OPPI
insurance. They also expressed the need for more coverage in “large
risk” areas that carriers often shy away from. “Stop cherry picking!” said
one frustrated broker. “If you ofer coverage for a market segment, then
charge for riskier prospects – don’t decline.”
Although many brokers were happy with the range of products ofered
by their carriers, some felt the vast options hindered the specialized
underwriting service. “They have a range of products but lack [the
underwriting] knowledge and pricing fexibility,” said one respondent.

BROKERS ON
CARRIERS

7
201

Carrier performance 7.63

S

RANGE OF PRODUCTS OFFERED

R CARRIE
R
TA

FIVE-STAR CARRIERS

* Allianz
Insurance
* Auto-Owners
Berkley
* BITCO Insurance
* Companies
* CapSpecialty
* Chubb
* CNA
Specialty
* Colony
Insurance
* Erie
Everest National Insurance
* FirstComp Insurance
* Company
American Insurance
Company
* Great
* Hudson Insurance Group

Mutual
* Liberty
Markel Corp.
* Nationwide, E&S/Specialty
* Nautilus Insurance
* Northland Insurance
* Company
Insurance
* Philadelphia
Companies
Insurance Group
* Selective
Starstone Insurer
* The Hartford
* Travelers
* United Fire Group
* Insurance
* USLI
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SPECIAL REPORT: BROKERS ON CARRIERS
MARKETING SUPPORT

EDUCATION AND TRAINING

Carrier performance 7.63

Carrier performance 7.31

FIVE-STAR CARRIERS
Fund Insurance
* Accident
Company of America
Allianz
* AmTrust
Financial
* Beazley Group
* Berkley
* Insurance
* BITCO
Companies
* CapSpecialty
CNA
* Colony
Specialty
* Erie Insurance
*
National Insurance
* Everest
FirstComp Insurance
* Company
American Insurance
* Great
Company

FIVE-STAR CARRIERS
Insurance Group
* Hudson
Liberty Mutual
* Nautilus Insurance
* Northland Insurance
* Company
Insurance
* Philadelphia
Companies
Corp.
* RLI
Selective Insurance Group
* The
Cincinnati Insurance
* Companies
The Hartford
* United
Fire Group
* Insurance
USLI
* Zurich
* Insurance Group

Carriers vastly improved in marketing support compared to last year:
23 carriers earned fve-star status, a large leap from the zero that landed
on the list last year. But despite the impressive gains in this area, brokers
still felt their carriers’ marketing support was unnecessary or missed
the mark.
Brokers who did take advantage of the marketing materials and
resources available to them largely felt that more could be done on the
carrier’s end, o°ering criticisms such as “no fiers to hand out to

Brokers who did take advantage
of the marketing materials and
resources available to them
largely felt that more could be
done on the carrier’s end
businesses to tell them what we can o°er” and “too expensive [with]
small results.” Another broker said, “Nice marketing budget, but could
be more fexible with independent agencies’ use of [money].” Several
brokers mentioned co-op advertising as an area where they would like
to see more carrier involvement.
The general consensus among survey respondents was that their
carrier’s marketing support was underwhelming with few benefts. “We
do not do enough to use what they have available,” said one broker.
“However, marketing rep could help more in this regard.”
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* Fire Group
* United
Insurance
USLI
* Zurich Insurance Group
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Similar to marketing support, carriers improved immensely in education
and training category – 26 carriers received fve-star status, up from
zero in 2016. Carriers still performed the poorest in this area, though,
with an average score of 7.31 out of 10. And even though brokers rated
their carriers higher in this category than they did last year, they still
weren’t impressed by the education and training o°erings provided by
their carriers. “I don’t think most companies are doing a good job with
training,” said one respondent.

Even though brokers rated their
carriers higher in this category
than they did last year, they
still weren’t impressed by the
education and training o°erings
provided by their carriers
Generally, brokers believed their carriers could do more to help the
broker channel in terms of training and education. “More training on
products would be helpful for younger people in our o˛ces,” wrote one
broker. Others o°ered suggestions on how to expand training, including
“more training on products,” “[meetings] for agency producers,” “local
representation to advise on coverage changes thoroughly rather than
just online newsletters” and “better training programs – educators have
limited agency experience.” [I]
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